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The Equalist Mantra

February 24, 2013 by CH

Anyone can have sex with anyone else!
Everyone belongs to everyone else!
Anyone is as good as anyone else!
Everyone is as capable as everyone else!
Anyone is as smart as anyone else!
Everyone is as cooperative as everyone else!
Anyone is as conscientious as anyone else!
Eveyrone is as beautiful as everyone else!
Anyone is as witty as anyone else!
Every group is as worthy as every other group!
Any group is as productive as any other group!
Every group is as lawful as every other group!
Any group is as athletic as any other group!
Every group is as civilized as any other group!
Any group is as welcoming as any other group!
Every man is the equal in every way of every other man!
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
except for that one group of people, you know, those bigoted white men telling us otherwise.

Repeat until brainwashed.
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Great Books For Men GreatBooksForMen GBFM (TM) GB4M
(TM) GR8BOOKS4MEN (TM) lzozozozozlzo (TM)
lzozozozozzoozzo

zlzozozozozoozl

Greg Eliot
Well, at least NAJALT.

LLZOZOZOZOZLOZLZLZLZLOZOZOZOZOZLZLZLZLZOZOZOZOZOZ

Great Books For Men GreatBooksForMen GBFM (TM)
GB4M (TM) GR8BOOKS4MEN (TM) lzozozozozlzo (TM)
lzozozlzozo da gbfm quiz:

1. The best way to bernankify a woman is through her:
a) nose hole
b) ear hole
c) mouth hole
d) butthozlzoozlz
e) gina hoelez
f) zlzozozlzolzozozoz
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2. Tukker MAx rhryems with
a) Goldman sax
b) ben bernanke
c) sosdoomy
d) feminisst writer
e) sextrrive tapingz of buttehtx

3. The proper spellinzg of butthext is:
a) buttheext
b) butetehtxtxtx
c) butetehxtxtxt
d) buetetxlxoooozozoz
e) butetehrolozozozozozoz

4. The neoeocnths promote butyhe buttehxt so as to
a) desoul your womenz
b) beernakify your owmenz and ruin them as motehrz
c) pwn your owmenz and addict them to buttehxt
d) plant the butthextual longing seed that leads to divorce
e) detsory the fmaily to put your chcildren in beernaneke day care
f) all of da above zlzozooozlzoz

5. The following neoenthcts faought and were injured in the Middle East warz:
a) Jonah Goldbergz
b) BEn BErnnanke
c) Bill Crrystal
d) Jonah Goelebrgz mom lucianne goldbergz
e) bene shapriorz
d) none of teh abaovez lzozozozozoozoz

Ventura
long live gbfm.

Great Books For Men GreatBooksForMen GBFM (TM)
GB4M (TM) GR8BOOKS4MEN (TM) lzozozozozlzo (TM)
zlzoozzozlololzlzo

News: Aaron, 9, ‘bullied to death for being white’

Read more: http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/news/4809890/BOY-thought-to-be-
one-of-Britains-youngest-suicides-found-dead-after-months-of-jibes-says-
family.html#ixzz2Lw1mv41N

http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/news/4809890/BOY-thought-to-be-one-of-Britains-youngest-suicides-found-dead-after-months-of-jibes-says-family.html#ixzz2Lw1mv41N
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But despite complaints to the school, where 75 per cent of pupils come from ethnic
backgrounds, they claim nothing was done to stop the bullying.
Heartbroken mum Kelly-Marie Dugmore is convinced the taunts led to her son killing
himself two weeks ago. She sobbed: “We are not racist people. Aaron got on with all the
children at his last school, and for him to have been bullied because of the colour of his skin
makes me feel sick to my stomach.”

lzozozozozlzlz

Anonymous
“His family say that Aaron was threatened with a plastic KNIFE by one Asian pupil
— who warned him: “Next time it will be a real one.”

Oh, bad move. If that happened with my son, I’d be bitchslapping the kid up the side of the
head myself or instructing my son to do it, or over at that family’s house so fast for a little
kung pao chicken and a hate crime.

Anonymous
We need more whites like this guy. http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=etVuztmTORs

Lars Viker
“Asian” is an English euphemism for muslim. Most of these guys either hate or just
dislike unbeliving whites.

Anonymous
FIY – “Asian” is British for middle-eastern.

Anonymous
Even better. You can crash a plane into their house.

Anonymous

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etVuztmTORs
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Anonymous
It was just a joke. Playing into stereotypes lol.

Great Books For Men GreatBooksForMen GBFM (TM) GB4M
(TM) GR8BOOKS4MEN (TM) lzozozozozlzo (TM)
lzoozzlozzolzozozoz

zlzozozozozoozozoz
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WTF you dopy cunt?
So….according to this dopy cunt:

they pissed of the whites by destroying white Europe
so whites are supposed to hate them

they did this by importing muslims
who hate them

and this ends well because?

why the fuck is she smiling?

The Karamazov Idea
That’s the one thing about the Palestinian/Israeli conflict I can’t get on board with
when people like the above “Brother Nathanael” start talking.

The Mohammedans are the gravest threat to this civilization and are non incorporable into
any non-Muslim society. They are unconvertable, largely. Renowned Catholic scholar
Hillaire Belloc probed this issue in his book, The Great Heresies.

I’m skeptical to claims of some Jewish shadow-caste. I’m not quite certain what would bind
them together. The most powerful Jews in the world are more or less secular and only
define themselves as “Jewish” when it is convenient for them (like when they are insulted).
Otherwise they have no time for religion. Conservative Jews rag on George Soros and Ben
Bernanke as hard as their Christian peers.

The Marxists are an odd bunch and they know no color nor creed but of secular state
control.

uh
“I’m not quite certain what would bind them together.”

Hey, HEY EVERYBODY!

Here’s a bloke what’s not heard of dem things call genes!!! lzozlzlzllz

The Karamazov Idea
I’m interested in this fascinating explanation you have for why supposed genetic
makeup predisposes one to take part in an international conspiracy. Also, you’re
going to have to account for the pesky fact that there are a large portion of Aryan

http://karamazov1989.wordpress.com/
http://karamazov1989.wordpress.com/
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Jews through the practice of intermarriage in Europe (and semitic Jews have a level of
disdain for the Aryans and so forth).

If you want to note that most of the corporate monopolies operate in collusion in the US
and then note that they’re Jews, that’s one thing. To suggest that they are genetically
predisposed towards manipulative policies due to ethnicity, that’s quite another. Read
Thomas Sowell’s books on race and culture, if you can swallow a dissenting opinion.

corvinus
They invented modern art. They love ugliness and disorder.

Starets
She smiles because everything so far is going well according to plan.

Hopefully, in the near future it all backfires, and wipes the smile off her/their face.

Mr. Pointyface
Kiddies: Racism and collective punishment leads to piles of the bodies of innocents.
It smells and leads to decades of guilt and sadness. Please try to find something
other to amuse yourself besides genocide. Thank you.

Starets
And most importantly, all you nasty goyim, pay no attention to your own ongoing
demographic genocide.

Shoot Me
The words of the omega man, or of the enemy.

Nicole
More like the voice a dude who is getting laid and therefore doesn’t see the world
as such a horrible place?

mark
Vocabulary of the enemies of White race

http://www.ironwynch.com/
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Bigotry
Diversity
Hate
Human Rights / Universal Human Rights  
Inclusiveness
Injustice  
Intolerance / Tolerance
Multiculturalism
Pluralism 
Racism / racist
Social Justice  
(A) world without borders
Xenophobia

SA
No, these concepts and vocabulary are not necessarily or inherently the enemy of
European people. Chauvinistic and aggressive tribes have just have been able to use
them effectively against Europeans–when they should in fact be more vulnerable to
the vocab than Europeans. How did that happen?

mark
As they are used NOW in American society, yes they are the words used by the
anti-Whites.

SA
Hoist them on their own petard.

Reciprocity. Reciprocity. Reciprocity. It’s one of the strengths of European
civilizations. Demand it and see solutions open up before your eyes.

Lucius Somesuch
Interesting choice of words, “Paideia”. I thought Mortimer Adler had a (TM) on
that or something.

lolz There was another SPECTRE clinic devoted to saving Europe too! and it also involved
the misedumication of girls and sterility

http://novelstrugglest.wordpress.com/
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On Her Majesty's Secret Service - Blofeld Revealed

But at least they got a Christmas tree . . . .

Anonymous
@Tyrone

“The NY Times Lied, Millions Died”

It’s not surprising the NY Times didn’t report on Holodomor, if indeed that’s the case.

The NY Times at the time also hid the fact the Germans were murdering millions of Jews. It
reported very little on the NZ atrociousness.

Today, the New York Times is squarely on the Arab’s side. It has never taken Israel’s side
on anything, and it never reports on Arab terror against Israel. It usually sensationalizes
anything anti-Israel while hardly mentioning Arab terror.

Get your facts straight Tyrone. The NY Time has never been a Joo newspaper despite its
ownership. Your info is highly inaccurate, and it’s by design – in order to give people a
false picture of what really happened during that awful period in human history. Shame,
Shame.

Lily
What’s the matter, running out of videos? Haven’t we seen this one already and
discussed it Ad nauseam? Recycle much?

Here is a Joo against multiculturalism

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwQqEuqvCig
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLp-SHxJbNvtMxu-3XE9PcQ
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corvinus
Doesn’t change the fact that the leftoids/equalists within the Jewish and Swedish
ethnic groups (and whites at large, for that matter) can’t die out fast enough. Let
equalists “save the planet” by refusing to procreate or mixing themselves out of
existence so that rational people can take over.

Look at the chart under Electoral History. Natural selection in action.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swedish_Social_Democratic_Party

Lily
Joo Kent Ekeroth speaking against Islamic gangs raping Swedish girls, and about
who is really pushing multiculturalism – the Left who in Sweden also hates the Jooz
and Israel.

He was asked why the Jooz are leaving Sweden and he says it’s because of Muslim hate
crimes against Jooz. Apparently, Jooz in Sweden don’t want multiculturalism.

That’s why it’s wrong to blame the Jooz for multiculturalism just because of one delusional
outsider woman. Who knows how long ago she was there and if her program hasn’t been
axed. And to dub the video “Jooz admit to destroying white race” is even more outrageous.
But for joo haters, it’s just sustenance. Anything they can find and twist to prove their evil
agenda, they will do.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swedish_Social_Democratic_Party
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Michael Coren intervjuar Kent Ekeroth (SD)

Tyrone
Lily:

joos invented multi-culturalism. Ever hear of the Frankfurt School?

Lily
They were and are many Gentiles in that school too.

What do you make of them? Any thoughts?

Anonymous
Useful idiots (aka self-hating gentiles ).

Tyrone
http://old.nationalreview.com/stuttaford/stuttaford200311240920.asp

The NY Times Lied, Millions Died

Good article about the Holodomor which of course never happened because Lily says so.

Lily
Holodomor is bullshit. Only n-NZs try to implicate the Jooz. Stalin is repsensible for
Holodomor. Last time I checked he was ruling the USSR with an iron hand, forgot?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMNiuuxlGHk
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP74WlPNFJ_isWGLy8j3qIg
http://old.nationalreview.com/stuttaford/stuttaford200311240920.asp
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Anonymous
Lily you disgraceful whore. You call the murder of 20-30 million of my Slavic
brothers and sisters bullshit ? I guess if only Stalin is responsible for the Holodomor,
then Hitler is the only one responsible for the Holocaust, which according to your
warped standards is also bullshit. Go crawl back in your hole Zionist bitch.

Starets
Here are two article from the Occidental Observer which discuss issues relating to
the Holodomor, and reference Solzhenitisyns’ writings about the issue.

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2010/12/in-the-1930s-chapter-19-of-alexandr-
solzhenitsyns-200-years-together/

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2010/12/projection-who-were-the-victims-in-the-
ukraine/

Lily
How dare you change my wording? I never said their murder is bullshit. They were
all innocent human beings who were allowed to die by their tyrant. I called your
implicating the jooz in it, bullshit. No amount of misrepresenting my point is going
to help your nonexistent intellectual integrity.

In addition, show me proof from any respected historian that claims the jooz are
responsible for Holodomor, or otherwise STFU about it already. Oh, and n-NZ websites,
White national blogs, or Wikipedia articles don’t count.

mark
The Jewish Origins of Multiculturalism in Sweden

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2013/01/the-jewish-origins-of-
multiculturalism-in-sweden/

Tyrone
http://www.tabletmag.com/jewish-arts-and-culture/books/13644/frankfurt-on-
the-hudson

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2010/12/in-the-1930s-chapter-19-of-alexandr-solzhenitsyns-200-years-together/
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2010/12/projection-who-were-the-victims-in-the-ukraine/
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2013/01/the-jewish-origins-of-multiculturalism-in-sweden/
http://www.tabletmag.com/jewish-arts-and-culture/books/13644/frankfurt-on-the-hudson
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The Jewish dimension to this story is only occasionally Wheatland’s explicit subject, but it
is absolutely central nonetheless. After all, the reason the Institute had to leave Frankfurt in
the first place was that, in addition to being radicals and Marxists, the members of the
group were almost all Jewish.

Anonymous
Nobody said Holodomor didn’t happen. Don’t misrepresent the argument of your
opposition. Thy just said it’s not the fault of the Jooz. Please show proof from any
respected historian that claims the jooz are responsible for Holodomor, or otherwise
STFU about it already. Oh, and n-NZ websites, White national blogs, or Wikipedia articles
don’t count.

Schlomo
Sorry Lily, smoked you out with another ham sandwich it looks like.

I refer you to Solzhenitzyn’s last book “200 Years Together.” It’s pretty explicit what
happened and who did it. I also refer you to Robert Conquest’s book “Bitter Harvest”.

BTW, saying the Holodomor is bullshit is indeed saying it didn’t happen and going further
than merely saying the Jews didn’t do it. Nice attempt to obfuscate your collective guilt. If
all Germans are guilty of the Holocaust, then all Jews are guilty of the Holodomor. Certain
Jews most certainly did it. Jews most certainly occupied disproportionately high numbers
of leadership positions among the Bolsheviks, especially in the intelligence and security
services. The OGPU operatives who implemented the Holodomor were nearly all Jewish
and their main leader and all of his key subordinate leaders were Jews. I used to wonder
why the Nazis saw a need to eliminate the Jews from European society but no longer need
to.

Anon
All that really comes to mind when viewing the massive volumes of evidence is:
Hitler was right.

Anonymous
Which means that the Jooz are right when they regard Gentiles a lower form of
human, devoid of common sense and compassion, as evident by the Romans, the
Germanic tribes, and militant Islam. The proof is in the pudding.

Whatever disagreement you have with the Jooz, to say El FÜHRER was right after he
massed murdered them is the height of evil. Next time Jooz tell me Gentiles did this to us
or that to us, I won’t be allaying their fears. I’ll be telling them to do whatever they have to
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neutralize their foes since it’s obvious Gentiles really want to get them. And being that a
Joo is more intelligent than the average Gentile, I’d say the Joo will win. 

!

Schlomo
I’d say the lower form of human is one that bites the hand that feeds and protects
and seeks to undermine the host society they live in and gave them sustenance from
their last bout of difficulty with an host nation. A few well placed arrests, treason
trials, and property confiscations would be all that is needed to solve this problem. We
would do just fine without you, far better than you would do without us. Germany is
hardly suffering now that it has solved its Jewish problem once and for all. We would be no
different.

Lily
Stupid racist video you keep recycling here that some of you like to jump on as if Jooz
are the only ones looking for equality and diversity. And Greg green eyed Eliot, the
usual suspect hater/jealous loser jumping on the bandwagon like a little Adolf in
training. LOL! Anyone who believes this clown dressed in a costume and what he says is just a
disgruntled idiot, usually a loser with no prospects. Carry on losers!

Starets
Lily, are you the DayWalker version of NiteLily?

Anonymous
Who the hell are you Lilly ?? You only seem to come here do defend the Jooz . Why
dont you talk about some PUA techniques once in a while. Show some boobs, or get
the hell out. Have a great day !!!

Anonymous
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Anonymous

Anonymous
Who is really behind the Middle East conflict? A NZ figure emerges. Amin Al
Husseini (Grand Mufti of Jerusalem) worked with the Germans for the Mass
extermination of the Jooz in Middle Eastern countries. It seems just killing the Jooz
in Europe wasn’t enough for the Germans. They also had plans to finish off the Sephardi
Jooz too. T
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he same plans of Genocide are still being carried out by their followers to this day, and with
the help of n-NZs like you… …

Richard Landes Exposes Pallywood (Palestinian De…

Anonymous
I think some of you n-NZs, pagans, atheist, joo-haters, and Christian fanatics need to
broaden your horizon.

The beloved Brother Nathaniel, do you know his history by any chance? Here some
“illuminations” on the man.

The guy is a charlatan. The Internet is full of info on his chicanery. He was homeless living in
his car, so a synagogue took him, fed him, and gave him a place to stay, but he was very
disruptive and after living for free for months they had to ask him to leave. Ever since then he
decided to get even with his people and make these hideous videos based on Gentile fears he
picked up from the Internet.

He set up a fake foundation so that he could be collecting money from dupes who liked what
they heard. The man is nothing but a charlatan, and what he is saying he knows will inflame
certain people while he gets their financial support. It’s all about the money for him, and hate
for others.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PL8F457F22D551EAD3&v=NsRv-IYTe7A
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-KkKihRPZJhKHq_ssqc7Xg
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Brother Nathanel AKA Milton Kapner exposed

Starets
In other words, he is very typical of his people.

Was that the point you were trying to make?

Anonymous
No, his people don’t act like this. His people give more charity than any other
group. You should know that. You might agree with those charities, but unlike most
other groups they do have a very strong commitment to giving charity.

No, the point is he’s disgruntled, and when one is disgruntled, nothing he says could be
taken at face value. He has an agenda, so everything he says is suspect.

He found on the internet what appeals to joo haters, and he is giving them exactly what
they want to hear, hopping they will support his fake charity in exchange.

Starets
In-group charities, almost exclusively.

Southern Man
Therefore my blog is just as good as yours, and I am every bit the sage that is GBFM.
Right? Oops, forgot the ” bigoted white man” disclaimer. Sorry ’bout that.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Xm2WLJwVMg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-KkKihRPZJhKHq_ssqc7Xg
http://www.southernmanblog.com/
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Great Books For Men GreatBooksForMen GBFM (TM) GB4M
(TM) GR8BOOKS4MEN (TM) lzozozozozlzo (TM)
lzozozozozolzozolz

lzozlzlozzzlozlzzozlzooolz ozlz

Great Books For Men GreatBooksForMen GBFM (TM)
GB4M (TM) GR8BOOKS4MEN (TM) lzozozozozlzo (TM)
“white christian women are no longer home having babbiesz,”
because they have been deosuled desouled
in secrteiev tapingz of buttehxt
bernakified and buttehetexed
by da six foort tall neoeocn heroic
tuckcer mamamxeez rhyemes iwth godlmnssnsnz saxxesz
funded fnanaced by sododme and eshcieters
taught to workchip woorhsisp the bottom line (bunghole line)
over the hirgrhrer ideleszz

lzozzzzlz

gunslingergregi
i guess how you keep a chick busy is busting 6 to 10 kids up in there
lolzllzlzlzlzllzlzzzzzzzllzzoooooozzzzzzzllllllozzzzzzlollllll
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Great Books For Men GreatBooksForMen GBFM (TM)
GB4M (TM) GR8BOOKS4MEN (TM) lzozozozozlzo (TM)
lzozozozozozozo

da ebenrnake equaitionz of eoconomizz

lotas cockas + buttholioolozozl = no childrenz

zlzoozzozozoozozozzoozoz

gunslingergregi
this dudes voice owns

Anonymous
Hey, how ’bout the left/libtards, folks!

“All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others.” –George Orwell,
Animal Farm

The Vain Yogi
As a very very very vain yogi I have to propose a modification to this charming mantra.
You see, a mantra is something that is chanted as a call by the priest, to which his listeners
occasionally interject with ‘the correct’ words, similar to Sam the Flim-Flam man from
your post on the re-education of America. In that spirit here is what I humbly propose:
Anyone can have sex with
… anyone else!
Everyone belongs to
… everyone else!
Anyone is as good as
… anyone else!
Everyone is as capable as
… everyone else!
Anyone is as smart as
… anyone else!
Everyone is as cooperative as
… everyone else!
Anyone is as conscientious as
… anyone else!
Eveyrone is as beautiful as
… everyone else!

http://thevainyogi.wordpress.com/
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on February 24, 2013 at 1:02 pm

on February 24, 2013 at 1:21 pm

Anyone is as witty as
… anyone else!
Every group is as worthy as
… every other group!
Any group is as productive as
… any other group!
Every group is as lawful as
… every other group!
Any group is as athletic as
… any other group!
Every group is as civilized as
… any other group!
Any group is as welcoming as
… any other group!
Every man is the equal in every way of
… every other man!

Anonymous
If white people didn’t go around creating so many enemies, maybe they wouldn’t have to
worry about being destroyed. It’s called natural checks and balances.

epochehusserl
If you dislike white people so much we should bring back segregation and we wouldnt
have to look at each other.

Anonymous
Umm, yeah, I’m sure minorities are just itching to return to the good old days of
segregation when they didn’t have to look at white people. Ahh, the benefits they
enjoyed during those times.

whorefinder
Jim Crow is (happily) the future.

One way or another.

Heck, I’m considering moving to Israel, and I’m not even a Jew. Strong immigration
policies, strong defense, national pride, intelligent, civilized, strong birthing policies……

bodes well for its future.

http://gravatar.com/epochehusserl
http://whoresoftheinternet.wordpress.com/
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on February 27, 2013 at 12:41 pm

on February 28, 2013 at 4:38 am

on February 24, 2013 at 3:52 pm

on February 25, 2013 at 12:46 pm

on February 24, 2013 at 1:26 pm

on February 24, 2013 at 1:31 pm

Lily
LOL! I’m not a joo either, and I feel the same way about Israel. Hook up with an
Israeli girl, they’re not as bitchy as American women are, and move over there. Lots
of them in NYC, so it shouldn’t be hard for you to hook up. 

"

anon
shut up you zionist shill,israel is the country that is bleeding us dry

Anonymous
Only Israel? we spend a lot more on other countries. Israel costing us peanuts, you
fool.

In addition, all new technology comes form Israel from computer to medical to
agricultural. Your ignorance is showing dummy.

SA
@epochehusserl

If you dislike white people so much we should bring back segregation and we wouldnt have
to look at each other.

In due time, but not before Europeans are dispossessed of control over their material
resources. That process is ongoing. When complete, then segregation will be in the interests
of non-Europeans.

Anonymous
Yeah, it won’t work like that.

Lars Viker
BS argument. Whites rot from the inside, with an unfortunate mix of help from certain
parts of God’s chosen people, femininisation, unscroupulous elites and too little
ethnocentricity. Sorry, but it’s not like all the people they stepped on suddenly gang up
on them, Tyrone.

Tyrone
Not my comment or my way of thinking. You have me confused with someone else.
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on February 25, 2013 at 1:50 am

Lars Viker
Aaight. I was talking to whitey hating Tyrone, not you-Tyrone, though. Not all
Tyrones are the same. Glad you don’t share his attitudes.

corvinus
Somehow the Irish name Tyrone has become a stereotypical ghetto name.

Starets
Tyrone Shoelaces, the great b-ball star!

whiskeysplace
Both Whites (elites HATE HATE HATE ordinary Whites who they view as threats)
and Blacks (constantly killing each other in a way no Chinese, Korean, or Japanese
society would tolerate) have weak ethnocentrism. Blacks because of sexual patterns
(Alpha cads, no beta dads); Whites because of the massive increase in elites ala
“Mandarins” post WWII when corporate crony big business, government, media, much
else got HUUUUGE.

That’s not “Gods chosen people” (who might just as well be Mormons) b/c most urban
Jews follow the same thing as other Mandarins, and have no real Jewish feeling. [Is Sarah
Silverman a Jew? She might as well be from another planet as say, Ehud Barak.]

Lars Viker
Blacks have tons of ethnocentrism, they’re just really prone to random violence, and
other blacks just happen to be the closest things most of the times.

And yes, jewish people follow the elites, but as a group they’re a lot more rabiate when it
comes to multiculturalism. Doesn’t mean they’re all the same, of course.

Lily
If it were the jooz, then why are they leaving Europe by the drove, especially
Scandinavia? Muslim hate is directed at jooz more than any group, so it’s not in
their best interest to support multiculturalism and help Muslims to immigrate to
Europe. Most Jooz don’t support the multiculturalism polices of Norway or Sweden. Just
because of some stupid outsider woman’s action who is not Swedish or European, doesn’t
mean all Jooz think like her. Please, get a grip.

http://whiskeysplace.wordpress.com/
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on February 25, 2013 at 1:26 pm

on February 25, 2013 at 12:00 pm

on February 25, 2013 at 2:22 pm

on February 25, 2013 at 2:34 pm

on February 25, 2013 at 3:09 pm

on February 25, 2013 at 3:11 pm

on February 24, 2013 at 5:08 pm

Shoot Me
Since Israel exists, why would they want to live in Europe in the first place? Do tell.

Shoot Me
Your posts are high comedy and very entertaining. Please keep it up.

Lars Viker
“If it were the jooz, then why are they leaving Europe by the drove, especially
Scandinavia?”

I suspect the reason you won’t back this up is that it’s untrue.

Anonymous
Who the hell are you Lilly ?? You only seem to come here do defend the Jooz . Why
dont you talk about some PUA techniques once in a while. Show some boobs, or get
the hell out. Have a great day !!!

Lily
Hypocrite, and you only come here to defame the Jooz. I wonder why some NZs
can’t see their own actions for what they are while they are casting stones at others.

Anonymous
Nice way of not answering the question. This is a PUA site, however, you never talk
about anything even remotely connected to the PUA world. Therefore, why the hell
are you here ?? Now , show us some boobs, or get the hell out.

Anonymous
Who the hell are you Lilly ?? Why dont you talk about some PUA techniques once
in a while. Show some boobs, or get the hell out. Have a great day !!!

mark
Hey asshole,

This is what your ‘natural checks and balances’ is going to look like before long when
White men adopt the tactics used by the Mexican drug cartels and start using them against
their enemies here in the USA and globally.
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Mexico’s 49 Headless Bodies is Third Massacre in 10 Days in ‘Triangle of Death’
http://latino.foxnews.com/latino/news/2012/05/14/mexico-4-headless-bodies-is-third-
massacre-in-ten-days-in-triangle-death/
==========
9 Headless Bodies Found in Mexican Border City

9 Headless Bodies Found in Mexican Border City

Instead of 9 headless Mexicans, picture 9 beheaded White female race traitors and their
beheaded racially-mixed offspring. That’s how it’s going to be!

Anonymous
Are you enjoying your internet that was invented by a white man?

Racer-X
Except for the Middle East, which is unsolvable, every single place white people had
once colonized is better-off than the others that weren’t, specifically those under British
rule. See: Kenya viz. the rest of Africa.

It’s true we’ve had slavery & segregation here in the US, but if Lincoln weren’t assassinated,
we could have just shipped them all back to Africa and let them exterminate _each-other_,
Rwanda-style.

Third, peoples of the world have been screwing themselves just fine without whites for a long,
long, time. Religious idiocy in the M-E, N.Afr, India, etc.

You just go check in on how democratic Saudi or Morocco are between the top guys and the
common people in the streets.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oylWrxvuDqM
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC52X5wxOL_s5yw0dQk7NtgA
http://latino.foxnews.com/latino/news/2012/05/14/mexico-4-headless-bodies-is-third-massacre-in-ten-days-in-triangle-death/
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on February 24, 2013 at 1:03 pm

The only thing that will fix them fucking themselves is an end to all forms of tribalism, and
unifying many tribes into one, as cohesive, human-rights, free-market, enlightenment
economies. The way Europe did bit by bit, for centuries, one “Join or Die” at a time.

So essentially, the shitholes of the world will fix themselves precisely: Never. And tribalism
will be the reason.

uh
And in truly grand irony, the only way for white peoples to fix themselves (away
from self-defeating ethnomasochism) — would be a sharp reversion to tribalism, i.e.
inbreeding and ethnocentrism.

But that would be to rationally choose the irrational, which doesn’t happen at the national
level.

There is a profound lesson for whitey in the dysfunction of African governments. What
keeps them from working up to European standards is precisely what makes their people
vital, still “peoples” in more than a statistical sense. Nepotism at the top is just healthy
family morality. Shantytowns and illegal electric wiring mean the proletariat aren’t fully
under the spell of the state.

Uh loves any people too vital to cast itself into living death with drink and self-hating
homily: black, brown, or yellow.

gunslingergregi
Eveyrone

typo i’m rainman on that shit lol

whitney
All civilizations have had slavery…..only one has tried to abolish it. I will never apologize
for being a white female or for my civilization, long may it endure.

Canadian Friend
And only civilization did its Mea Culpa about it

we whites have no reason to apologize anymore.

SA

http://gravatar.com/g2-5fe5ef373e5cae080e73120ed0a0676b
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Immigration as currently structured effectively entails giving away the European people’s
territory and natural resources to non-Europeans.

Ulf Elfvin
@ SA – Really, how?

SA
@Ulf Elfvin,

In case your comment isn’t intended to be sarcastic:

What we describe as “immigration” is actually the granting to non-Europeans of rights in
and access to the collective territory, natural resources, and women of the European nations
(the United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand inclusive). Unless this transfer is
reciprocated–and it isn’t–it results in a decrease in the European people’s share of these
vital resources and an increase in the share enjoyed by non-Europeans.

The Karamazov Idea

How Whites Took Over America

Veritas

SA
@The Karamazov Idea,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=faNge-o0V-k
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkXYznmArMELRxH_36uM1lQ
http://karamazov1989.wordpress.com/
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What is the intended relevance?

Unending Improvement
It’s mocking liberals who support immigration.

It’s mocking equalism.

The Karamazov Idea
It’s a hilarious satire demonstrating that our own multicultural notions could be
used to feasibly annihilate a native population so long as they were passive in
resisting (like us) or had access to greater violent force to ensure their values (the
state).

Jim
“Immigration” can also be seen as the granting to non-Americans of rights in and
access to the collective territory, natural resources, and women of the American
people.

Wald
Sounds like that came straight out of Brave New World.

Kate
http://www.tnellen.com/cybereng/harrison.html

Kate
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/divided/

whorefinder
Heartiste, you’re depressing us.

Take a moment/post to rip apart that dumb old slut loversgirl. She’s fresh meat and
deserves a bit of raping on the old interwebs.

Give us a smile on this Sunday.

Dan Fletcher
Found this on GLP, Reddit discussion about orgasm during rape:

http://twitter.com/UnendImprov
http://karamazov1989.wordpress.com/
http://scartissue.us/
http://www.tnellen.com/cybereng/harrison.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/divided/
http://whoresoftheinternet.wordpress.com/
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http://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/193e3x/iama_sexual_assault_therapist_discussing_when/

These people are hopeless.

Tyrone
Especially when you realize he’s talking about consensual sex where the state doesn’t
recognize the consent. IMHO, if they enjoyed it, it wasn’t rape.

chris
An interesting perspective.

http://charltonteaching.blogspot.com.au/2013/02/the-reality-of-group-selection-and-
not.html

Ulf Elfvin
@ chris – Hegel vs America.

SA
@Ulf Elfvin

Could you explain this reference to those of us unfamiliar with Hegel?

tang3zang
In their minds people must be of equal worth in order to be treated equally. And the worst
part is they will pretend every kind of difference is explainable as a social construct and
thus can be “changed”. Even the most obvious things like men being physically larger
than women. It is all an exercise in wishful thinking.

Feminists and the like will find every little offense and blow it up into a huge social injustice. In
China feminists have even proposed changing hanzi characters thousands of years old so they can
be rewritten with a “female” � radical. Thankfully most people didn’t buy their divisive bullshit
and ridiculed them into silence. The question now is, how long can we guard against this insanity,
with western liberal ideas banging at our doors?

frozenpie77
Excited for the Amren conference, Heartiste?

http://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/193e3x/iama_sexual_assault_therapist_discussing_when/
http://charltonteaching.blogspot.com.au/2013/02/the-reality-of-group-selection-and-not.html
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on February 26, 2013 at 4:30 pm

Listener
“What’s more important than quality? Equality.” -Michael Scott

Anonymous
The Hasbara brigade isn’t working on sundays.
Good to know.

Starets
No doubt they will be here before long.

Although, I have to say, the Hasbara commenters here have been surprisingly inept. I
expected more of them.

Of course it must be difficult for them, having to argue in favour of an ideology so far removed
from truth.

Starets
Like Bloody Mary; turn out the lights, look into a mirror, and say ZOG three times,
and the Hasbarats will appear!

corvinus
Yah, I would have expected Saturdays off

uh
The members of the most highly organized and successful social groups often
display great clumsiness and stupidity. It isn’t individual brilliance but cooperation
that makes them successful.

The trade-off in individual brilliance is the length of their racial antennae binding them as a
group for common pursuits, as a rule completely unconsciously.

White men are so many millions of individual cargo cults, each with his little array of
personal tastes, biases, and ideological preference. Juden form one super-cult which 99.9%
of white people aren’t even equipped to understand. When we say “a Jew is a Jew is a Jew,”
we are speaking from the Jews’ perspective.
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Lily
But the NZ Brigade apparently is, eh?

Anonymous
Why does J criticism have to be NZ?

Many conservative anti-zionists loathe the “socialist” part in nsdap, and loathe
killings and genocide.

Nice strawman though.

scatmaster
Did I miss something?
Why in online discussion am I seeing J instead of Jews and NZ instead of Nazi?

Anonymous
It gets sucked into moderation half the time.

Lily
All the time.

scatmaster
By who?
Wordpress and if so why????

Will Powers
While not totally religious myself, whenever I hear someone lambasting Christianity and
especially fanatics, I ask them why they are bashing people who are doing good in the
world, who take care of their wives and kids, pay their bills and have an insatiable desire
for other people to do the same? I ask em why they don’t direct their anger towards gangs, ghetto
thugs and welfare recipients who actually make our lives harder either through reduced quality of
life and/or higher taxes? Believe it or not, on a number of occasions this has given people a new
perspective and say I am making a good point.

Danger

http://gravatar.com/scatmaster
http://gravatar.com/scatmaster
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A poster by the name of Cole Younger made what I thought was a very well articulated post on
the “Return of Kings” site, as quoted below. It points out the self-inflicted hypocrisy whites put on
themselves, and the cost that faces the white race if they should continue down that path. Copied
below

IMHO writers in the manosphere who marginalize alt-righters and race realists generally fall into
3 camps and it boils down to their priorities.
•If you’re non-white, you join the liberal everybody against whitey coalition.
•If you’re a PUA, you join the rainbow pu$$yPalooza army.
•If you’re a traditional Christian, its those magic words from that Bible that make someone your
comrade.

For some people in my race, the white race, we’re just like all the non-whites. We realize that
loyalty to and leveraging our race provides ultimately the only real advantage to survival for
ourselves and our children. If you’re not willing to take your own side in this life competition, you
will not survive, and that is the self-annihilating position of white liberals.

If only one race plays by “the rules” then that race is going to lose. And that is the existential
threat facing my race, whose traditional homelands across this planet are being overrun by
unlimited non-white immigration and constant pressure to accept and embrace assimilation or be
banished from respectable society. London is now 45% white for instance.

This is not happening in Africa or Asia. Nobody is demanding the Japanese import and
assimilate, ie. marry and procreate with Haitians. Nobody is calling Africans racist for wanting to
stay African. But this is occurring in EVERY WHITE COUNTRY and ONLY WHITE COUNTRIES.
Anti-racism is just a code word for anti-white.

Being pro-white does not mean hating other races, it simply means behaving as all races behave,
respecting and defending their race. Its becoming the new normal. Its not going away by calling
every white person willing to defend their race a nazi. Liberals are supporters of white genocide.
They and their policies are a threat to the continuing existence of my race.

Shore
Liberal-Zionist con game.

The Bechtloff

http://landsharkattacks.blogspot.com/
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Let’s sing the Equality Song.

Remy: The Equality Song

Peter the Black Pope
Oscar parties trump guilt tripping whites online every time.

Starets
You’re right. The Oscar night Tribal circle jerk is now over, and the HasbaRats have
arrived.

Aren’t we lucky.

Lily
Did you think you can make false accusations against the jooz and get away with it
scotfree? Blaming the jooz because you have a Führer fetish is not my problem; it’s
yours You will not turn America into another Germany. America wasn’t established
on NZ philosophy or any German philosophy for that matter. It was established on Judeo-
Christian ideals. The Germans don’t know anything about those. They are too Paganist,
which is why they like to kill people.

lights
Judeo-Christian makes about as much sense as Judeo-Islamic. They are not
compatible.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9VkmLUUev20
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0uVZd8N7FfIZnPu0y7o95A
http://whiterabbitradio.net/
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Shoot Me
“They are too Paganist, which is why they like to kill people.”

Nigga please………

mark
Surprise! Jewish Republicans want amnesty and gay marriage

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2012/11/surprise-jewish-republicans-
want-amnesty-and-gay-marriage/

AlphaBeta
lol the USA was not founded on judeo-Christian values. The US is a product of the
Enlightenment, which itself was a product of the Rennaisance, which happened
when intellectuals started rediscovering pre-Christian Greek and Roman
philosophy (philosophy that Muslims had known about and influenced their golden age
that happened while Europeans were self-flaggelating themselves during the dark ages).
There are actually zero Christian ideals that went into the founding of the US; any that you
think are are really ideals that Christians got from the Greeks. In other words, the US is
what’s pagan not nazi Germany. Nazis were actually very Christian and anti-Darwinist; in
one of Hitler’s speeches he prided himself on closing the last freethought society in
Germany.

lights
Greek and Pagan philosophy made its way into Christianity around 400 AD via
Saint Augustine of Hippo. Enlightenment thought is really more like a bastardized,
universalist Protestantism than anything else.

Neither Nazi Germany nor the US were/are Christian. Nazi mysticism (check out Savitri
Devi) and their symbolism (Black Sun, Norse runes) make me think they weren’t so
Christian. Now they did try to create a more Aryanized Christianity, for what that’s worth,
but that’s a bit different.

The US was hardly Christian from its inception, on this you and I agree. The Founding
Fathers may have preserved somewhat the nominally Christian social order (as opposed to
the Jacobins who just shitcanned the whole thing) but Enlightenment values are hardly
Pagan. Read the Sagas. Nary a dialogue (God how I hate that word) about universal human
rights to be found.

Greg Eliot

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2012/11/surprise-jewish-republicans-want-amnesty-and-gay-marriage/
http://gravatar.com/lightsmckay
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For the win.

Jim
I come here for the political/policy posts.

whorefinder
Rape!……the oscars.

Fuck that hack lefty faggot propagandist Seth MacFarlane. Hopefully some Al Queda boys
run in and blow those simpering liberal faggots to hell.

Mr. Pointyface
Hoping for people to be blown to hell is unhealthy for you. Please try to entertain more
positive thoughts. Perhaps torturing animals would be more to your intellectual level.
Thank you.

whorefinder
lol.

Hoping for people to be blown to hell is unhealthy for you. 
—Do you say the same thing to the leftards wishing for the murder of GWB/Dick
Cheney/anyone not left wing? Do you say the same to Jeremiah Wright and Billy Ayers
and Bernadette Dorhn?

Please try to entertain more positive thoughts.
—Thought police will not be entertained.

Perhaps torturing animals would be more to your intellectual level. 
—Blowing up leftists is a much more humane fantasy.

Rick Derris
MacFarlane was actually scheduled to be on one of the 9/11 flights out of Logan
Airport. He was late for the flight and wasn’t killed.

Honestly, if some Jihadiot blew up the Oscars, Hollyweird would be on its knees apologizing
and groveling before their Mohammedan overlords.

The Equalist Mantra « PUA Central
[…] under: Pretty Lies …read more Source: Chateau […]

http://whoresoftheinternet.wordpress.com/
http://whoresoftheinternet.wordpress.com/
http://puacentral.com/the-equalist-mantra/
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Anti-Blue Pill
As an American of Puerto Rican ancestry im finding this troubling trend of reverse
assimilation going on in the united states,instead of new immigrants learning the language
of the country they moved in and learn the country’s laws and what not. our political
ruling class is very hell bent on throwing the u.s constitution and u.s culture as a whole (not
feminazi B.S) under the bus for future votes and power. I find there strategic premise ironically
suicidal given that its unsustainable economically and culturally unstable at this moment which
means we’re one powder keg away to being under a military dictatorship. ( it may be good,it may
be bad depending on who’s the head honcho of the military)

ps. RAPE!!!!

Gil
Slow news day.

PetiteOlive
Indeed

Creo
@PetiiteOlive OT: i shouldnt be asking you this as you are a woman, but anyway
what the hell..
Question: Why do most women have such big fucking egos?
Why do they all think they deserve a prince, you know. And the stubborness. The refuse to
settle mentality/ lower my standards. From the fucking “i kissed a hundred frogs
complaint,” to all the fatties in minishirts, to dating sites where dozens of fugly cougars are
calling themselves names like ‘hottie43’. Why the big egos? Is it just simply because they
know they can get fucked whenever they feel the urge? or what?

Lily
Having trouble picking up women or are you just trying to bring everyone back to
pussy?

Creo
yeah mainly im just thinking about this one in particular..my little rant…shes
something else

PetiteOlive
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It is a mixture of feminist propaganda advocating the “we are
beautiful/sexy/deserving….no matter what we look like” mantra as well as tons of
lower betas/omegas supplicators willing to kiss the a$$es of these uggos/fatties.
Add that mix to the fact that hamster rationalizations dictate that sex = commitment so
even when these uggos/fatties get pumped and dumped by alphas and/or men with
considerable higher points they would erroneously conclude they are capable of extracting
commitment from same. That’s what creates the overinflated egos. One thing is certain,
they would either realize that their self awareness has been faulty the entire time and adjust
accordingly (thus settling) or convince themselves that they are happier being single for the
rest of their lives. The funny thing is that there are so many betas/omegas who will never
and/or are incapable of taking the red pill that some of these women will continue to live
in la-la land….pretty much.

Kate
“Why do most women have such big fucking egos?”

Delusion? More women should search their competition online. Its takes the ego
down a peg.

Moses
Ever read “Brave New World?” We’re already there.

Nicole
To me, it is funny when generic White people claim to hate liberalism and leftism, but then
whenever they’re discussing race issues, use their liberalism and leftism as a reason
they’re better than everyone else.

Comedy.

Flavia
Ah, like hating amnesty but being proud of the fact that we don’t litter?

It may seem disingenuous at face value, but there are parts of liberalism (it IS a
somewhat White movement after all) that do fit the agenda of the new right. SWPL-ness, as
insufferable as it may be, does tend to represent the White aesthetic.

They are also the biggest hypocrites, of course, more than rightists, who say, love Bon
Iver….espousing the benefits of multiculturalism, while waiting 3 hours in line to get their kid
into a “good” school.

http://www.ironwynch.com/
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Unending Improvement
Who wants to admit they are one of the Proletariat?

Honey Boo Boo, and pretty much every show on the History Channel aside.

Shiggy Donatello
More like how modern conservatives consider blatantly anti-rightist ideas like
democracy, gender equality, capitalism, the abolition of slavery and feudal tenures,
and human rights as marks of Western superiority. Then they criticize non-Western
cultures for “oppressing” their women, having strict sexual morals, or having a
“democracy deficit”. They define Western superiority primarily in terms of being more
liberal than the rest of the world. Sadly, this also describes much of the Alt-
right/manosphere as well,

Iain Johnston
These things aren’t either-or. Western conservatives are perfectly justified in
complaining about the Islamic oppression of women while at the same time
bemoaning the corrosive effect that feminism has had on their own society, because
there is a golden mean to women’s freedom (as there is with everything else), and neither
the West nor the Islamic world has found that golden mean. Most virtues lie between the
extremes of two vices.

Nicole
Not all non white people are Muslim. Some of us are practitioners of non judaic
faiths for many thousands of years, and just very comfortable with the fact that
gender is not a social construct.

Nicole
Clue, if your reason for thinking you’re better than someone else is from being more
“civilized” or some other brand of nicer, you’re deluding yourself. If this is what you
believe entitles you as an individual to achieve a higher status, and by extension, your
people to have a default higher caste than others, you are in danger of growing a vagina.

whorefinder
lol.

Typical nigger. Too stupid to know the difference between leftism and civilization.

http://twitter.com/UnendImprov
http://www.ironwynch.com/
http://www.ironwynch.com/
http://whoresoftheinternet.wordpress.com/
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Leftism, my dear coonie, celebrates the savage races (like you) and shits on civilization.

They are the opposite. In fact, leftism is your Big Chief philosophy writ large–the law of
gorillas.

And, btw, so happy you found some little dicked faggot who, surveying your fat, ugly
damaged goods, was stupid enough to fall into bed with you.

It’s almost as hilarious as when I found out that Ashley Dupree—a certified whore—got some
moron to marry her!

Truly we are in the decline, gents. Enojy it!

Nicole
Whatever excuse for living on your knees works for you, whore.

whorefinder
lol. Dumb aunt jemima can’t respond to logic, resorts to pretending she’s above it
all.

Honey, you aren’t above anything. You’re below it.

Nicole
You’re just mad because you are one of the main crybabies in the pity party.

You should also learn what the racial slurs you constantly use, mean. An Aunt
Jemima is the female equivalent of an Uncle Tom, meaning someone who kisses ass
thinking it’s going to make those in power (real or imagined) more benevolent.

I’m starting to think you like being humiliated by Black women.

ChickenDippaz
Racism is still very much with us

whorefinder
lol. As is the truth. No amount of shaming with the terms “racism” and “hate
speech” will change that reality.

Nicole

http://www.ironwynch.com/
http://whoresoftheinternet.wordpress.com/
http://www.ironwynch.com/
http://whoresoftheinternet.wordpress.com/
http://www.ironwynch.com/
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Racist doesn’t bother me. In my way or nipping at my ankles bothers me. Living in
a bubble loving the smell of their own farts just disgusts me.

ChickenDippaz
Anders Breivik is still very much with us

whorefinder
lol. Let’s hope so..for the save of western civilization.

Nicole
Whore, he chose the easy target, and this, in my view, is unforgivable. It played into
the hands of the multikult.

Still, he was trying to defend his homeland. You’re butthurt because you don’t have the
guts to go home, and can’t deal with the reality that the colony’s hierarchy is not quite what
you thought it was.

Varg Vikernes would be a much better role model for you. He aimed for the head of the
snake.

mark
Yes, he is. He’s a good man and showed us the only effective way to deal with the
enemy White’s face.

mark
Yes, “racism” is still with us and it will remain with us because that behavior is
embedded in our genetic code.

Ethnocentrism is normal and rational
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2012/11/ethnocentrism-is-normal-and-rational/

“Racism” is a survival trait. It is adaptive behavior in a multiracial setting. That behavior
is embedded in our genetic code. Take a look at the September 14, 2009 issue of Newsweek
magazine and its lead article entitled, See Baby Discriminate

http://www.newsweek.com/2009/09/04/see-baby-discriminate.html

Infants as young as six months old discriminate on a racial basis without any human
influence.

http://whoresoftheinternet.wordpress.com/
http://www.ironwynch.com/
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2012/11/ethnocentrism-is-normal-and-rational/
http://www.newsweek.com/2009/09/04/see-baby-discriminate.html
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Shoot Me
How’s that Kenyan space program coming along? How about all that free energy
coming from Malawi? Tell me more about the groundbreaking activities in
aerodynamic research in Nigeria……

Nicole
Yeah and how is that marriage to a loyal wife who would crawl under some
kilometers of barbed wire to make sure not hers but your aging mother would have
food?

Shoot Me
Nigga please…..

Nicole
I didn’t think so.

thwack
How’s that Kenyan space program coming along?
——————————————————————

Not sure, but without that Kenyan bipedalism program, you would have ever got off the
ground.

*you’re welcome*

Canadian Friend
A civilization where rape is immoral, illegal is not superior to a civilization where rape
is just fine?

Is that your point Nicole?

What about a “civilization” where you are beaten up daily by men and your clitoris is cut off?

is that type of “civilization” just as good as western civilization?

What about pedophilia?

Societies that do all they can to prevent pedophilia and protect children are not superior or
more civilized?

http://www.ironwynch.com/
http://www.ironwynch.com/
http://gravatar.com/g2-5fe5ef373e5cae080e73120ed0a0676b
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Is that your point Nicole?

Nicole
I don’t see western society doing all it can to protect children from pedophilia.

On the other hand, intact African societies generally have the best protection from
pedophiles. It is often called Baba, and will shoot and/or dismember your ass for getting
near his kids.

Now run along and register your guns.

Dan Fletcher
What the fuck are you even talking about?

Nicole
Summary: nut up.

lights
My, my, the help sure is rude.

aleister
God, you’re thick.

Nicole
That’s Goddess to you, sheep who is unable to spot the irony in calling people
whose women rightfully have to pay back their brideprice to get divorced, inferior
to people whose women take half forever.

corvinus
I’m pretty sure goddesses don’t exist

Nicole
Sorry for the outburst, I just couldn’t take it anymore…the reams and reams of self pitying
justifications and mental masturbation, convincing yourselves that you deserve something
from the world that you don’t have the power to take.

http://www.ironwynch.com/
http://www.ironwynch.com/
http://gravatar.com/lightsmckay
http://www.ironwynch.com/
http://www.ironwynch.com/
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God, I understand now what the problem with women is. I guess I had to see men doing it long
enough to get it. Men should not be like this. I can’t tell you what a man should be, but it should
not be like this. This is an abomination. I feel it in the pit of my gut.

Try this thought pattern for awhile. Look in a mirror and say to yourself, “Because I can.”

That is a whole lot more honest reason than any of the crap some of you constantly spew all over
the comments here.

“Why did White people…..?”

“Because we could.”

“Why do ___ corporations exploit…?”

“Because they can.”

This is the reason anybody with power does anything, because they can, and it profits them.
Justifications and rationalizations are for women and betas who need to feel like they’re doing
something nice when they’re doing something cruel.

Fuck coating every god damned thing in nice. Please.

corvinus
+1

aleister
While this ONE comment is solid, it just preaches to the choir here.

aleister
****, that comment is for bitchy nicole, not corvinus.

Wrecked 'Em
For a very long time the US Government enjoyed the position of not having to play a zero-
sum game. The country grew and grew and revenues went up and up and the
Government could use the marginal increases to grease every squeaky wheel.

Sometime in the 90s that rocket ride tapered off. For the last 15 years we’ve been simulating
(stimulating?) a non-zero-sum environment by running ever larger deficits and distributing what
the Government borrowed to keep the population happy.
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We’re getting to the point where printing fiat money and borrowing at a near-zero bond rate isn’t
going to paper over the gap anymore.

As we approach the point where the Government has to take from one group to give to another
the various factions are beginning to circle their wagons and the conflict drums are growing
louder.

diversity + proximity – abundance = big, big trouble.

Although the “diversity” in the population is less likely to fracture along racial lines than it is to
fracture along “single vs. married” and “old vs. young” and others that have opposing interests.

The the “good folk” stop tamping down on the small but radical portion of their in-group and
instead “look the other way”. The IRA never had more than 2,000 active members… yet they kept
the British Army tied in knots for nearly 100 years. They could do that because they had the
sympathy of the population.

Adam
“A legal order thought of as sovereign and universal, not as a means in the struggle
between power complexes but as a means of preventing all struggle in general meaning
that every will must consider every other will its equal—would be a principle hostile to
life, an agent of the dissolution and destruction of man, an attempt to assassinate the future of
man, a sign of weariness, a secret path to nothingness.”

– Friedrich Nietzsche, On the Genealogy of Morals, 2:11

tom
haha, brilliant, i want to put some gtr chords with it and make a “bonfire song”… for the
happiness of my hippy acquaintances… perfect for the upcoming summer!

Nicole
Wherever some of the usual butthurt took the comments, I think it’s a very good post.
Europeans are still being convinced that they had some sort of idyllic existence before 1950
or something. It’s a historical rewrite of massive proportion that demeans everyone else,
even those who very successfully survived and threw of colonization by Europeans, and created
guilt in lower class Europeans who were, at worst, useful idiots. Most were struggling to survive
while the upper classes thrived on their backs just like everybody else they could catch in their
web of greed.

http://sequoiaviareggio.bandcamp.com/
http://www.ironwynch.com/
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Nothing has really changed, and nothing is ever really going to change in that. All that can be
done to endure this reality of the human condition is to remember and remind every generation to
remind the elite who butters their bread.

Still, every generation, the upper classes do their damndest to make us forget and keep us at each
other’s throats for no good reason.

People need to be allowed to have their cultures. That is the frame in which men and women and
if they’re useful to the culture, those in between, define themselves and stay remotely civil. Take
that away and well, you’ve got hooligans and sluts who don’t know what the hell it is they’re
supposed to be doing.

I personally think it’s a good idea for those who are being forced under the umbrella named
“White” should resist and get back to their roots. It’s fine if you prefer allies who look more like
you, but you should at least stop letting yourselves get classed as universally monsters who
deserve to be crapped on.

walawala
National Lampoon nailed it….in 1971

National Lampoon's Middle Class Liberal Well Inten…

Slang
Law enforcement make request for “no hesitation targets”.

No surprise they all represent whitey. Yep, not a single brown person in the lot.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fqr-fQf-CVE
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCq3EWsWwtM-C1i635U2THuA
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You guys can all feel safe now, our police are training to take out pregnant women, eldery men,
and children.

http://www.infowars.com/law-enforcement-requested-shooting-targets-of-pregnant-women

gunslingergregi
i guess game is kind of equalist though
“everyone can be good at it”
funny the people really equalist are ho’s

Lily
Hell, I meant missiles, not missals.
_________________________________________________________

Shoot you, as long as you’re getting entertained, what else is there?

Ronin
People with IQs at or below 100 should always assume they’re equal to those with higher
numbers, and talk to them accordingly.

You have nothing to learn from anyone else. Lecturing is better than learning anyway.

Equalism makes perfect sense.

In-fact, just assume you’re the smartest person in the room at all times.

/s

Cassandra
@ tyrone
If a group of gay men pinned a straight man down and raped him – and stimulated his
prostate enough during the ordeal to cause him to ejaculate – would you say he had
‘enjoyed’ it, and thus it wasn’t really a violation?

Rape is rape. The body can respond to stimulation even if the mind doesn’t.

Your comment concerns me. Men and women who spout the ‘enjoyment is consent’ nonsense are
the reason why male rape victims are not taken seriously.

http://www.infowars.com/law-enforcement-requested-shooting-targets-of-pregnant-women
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Do you know how many of my female friends believe men cannot be sexually abused? They say
similar things – he had an erection, he must have been turned on and loving it. Some women (and
men) I have met almost seem to take a perverse delight in things like prison rape – they laugh,
make a joke of it. Men en masse are not the enemy, and women en masse are not the enemy, but so
many young people treat it that way.

It’s all nonsense. And men are encourage to believe it too, which is why it makes it ten times
worse when men are raped because no-one takes them seriously. Rape culture focuses almost
entirely on our (women’s) experiences, to the detriment of men who have suffered the same
experience. How is that going to change when people still hold those outdated, nonsensical views!

Tyrone
I’d say they turned him out and that he enjoyed it and now has to deal with the
consequences of his mixed feelings. I don’t think I could ever feel raped by a woman
for that reason either. Your line of thinking makes it possible for girls to cry rape when
they had consensual sex because the guy didn’t call her the next day. It makes it possible for
her to say she was pressured into sex by her husband because he complaiend about being
cheated by her refusal to honor the marriage contract. Your views are the ones that are
nonsensical and unjust.

Anonymous
did you rape anyone?

ChickenDippaz
We are all equal in the presence of death.

Seraph
This site never gets more boring as when people starts talking about Jewish conspiracies
and race wars.

Here is the scoop, kids.

The world is made up of assholes, and non-assholes.

Of the productive, and the parasitic.

Of the civilized and the barbaric.

Of the intelligent and the idiotic.

And so on.
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Some of you, including I think our host, want to go the easy way and try and break it up into
solidified racial or genetic markers that will automatically give you the lowdown of who is what
and what they will or not do in given situations.

Good luck with that, because here’s the problem…

There is obviously variance on any spectrum of characteristics for a group. Even if one could
prove a pre-disposition of X from genetic group Y, there will be variance along that group. That
means members of even your “preferred” groups will prove to be unreliable, disruptive, violent,
lazy, etc., and members of your non-preferred will be much better neighbors, friends, spouses, etc.

What is needed, and what has been continually eroded for Western Civilization, is the idea of
meritocracy.

Do well, behave, act responsibly, get a cookie.

Lounge about, misbehave, be a drain on society, get kicked to the frigid’ gutter to die.

Really get out of hand, here’s a bullet.

It’s about culture, folks, not about race. Just because they can sometimes correlate does not mean
they are the same thing.

[CH: Did you pre-wash this comment in cliche and rinse it in bromide?

ps look up statistical averages and get back to us. but not before.]

Thor
@heartiste
“except for that one group of people, you know, those bigoted white men telling us
otherwise. ”

Funny thing is, more-or-less that same group are the élites who are running this, and want more
and more power. Go figure!

Thor

Comments are closed.
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